
Short Story and Novel 
ENG 246.I1  

Winter 2017 
Instructor: Kristine Pursell 

Office: BW 244  
Office phone: 796-8532 

Email: pursellkristind@jccmi.edu  
Office hours:  Tuesday 10 – 5; Wednesday 10 am – 12 pm  & 4 – 5 pm; by appointment 

 

Official Course Description  

English 246 Short Story & Novel (3 CR): Students are introduced to traditional and  
contemporary fictional genres. This course emphasizes understanding, appreciation, and the 
critical analysis of narrative art. Selections for study are chosen from English and American 
literature as well as world literature in translation. (Prerequisites: ENG 085 and ENG 131). 

Extended Description 

This is a collaborative, student-centered course—not an independent study—in which every learner 
plays a part in exploring issues, questions, and texts through responses to assigned short stories and 
novels. Collaborative group discussions aim to advance learner ability to conduct literary analysis. 
Your reader-response ideas about the assigned short stories and novel will fuel initial class 
discussions about the readings. Individual insights also combine with assigned analytical processes in 
order to lead to greater insights about the literature and advance your learning.  

There are four key categories of learning in this class upon which you are assessed:  
1. Participation in weekly readings and discussions of assigned short stories and one novel. 

a. Assignments are in the weekly assignment files along with instructions for discussions. 

b. Discussion instructions are also posted in the forums themselves.   

2. Weekly quizzes 

a. Quizzes are over readings and course materials. 

b. They are multiple choice and matching. 

c. Quizzes can be taken twice; the highest grade is recorded. 

d. Quizzes open at the beginning of each week and close on the last day of the week at 
11:55 p.m. 

3. Literary Analysis Essay 

a. This assignment can be found in the course materials file in week 1; it is reposted in the 
assignment upload file as well.  

b. The essay assignment contains a grading rubric that explains all points earned.  

4.  Mid-term and Final Exams  

a. Exams cover readings and course materials. 

b. They are multiple choice and short answer essay. 

c. The exams are timed and can only be taken once. 

d. Exams open and close per the course calendar dates. 

 



Plan to devote at least 9 hours a week to this course working with materials and students in the 
class. Included in these hours is an expectation that you will log onto the course as least three 
times a week to work with the course assignments and in group discussions. Three posts on the 
same day do not reflect a concern with discussing ideas; please plan to post your initial 
responses to discussion threads early in the week and then check back later in the week to talk 
with peers about your own and their ideas.  

 

Required Texts  
 
Text: The Story and Its Writer: An Introduction to Short Fiction. Anne  
Charters. 9th edition. 2014. It is available through the JC Bookstore. ISBN-10: 1457664615; ISBN-
13: 978-145766461.  Note: The Story and Its Writer 9th Compact Edition is available as a KINDLE 
e-text on Amazon ASIN: B00R3S1K9W This can be purchased @  http://tinyurl.com/hgzmb2h.  
The compact edition offers about half the stories and commentaries of the full edition. I only 
assign stories available in the compact edition (these assigned stories and commentaries are 
also found in the full 9th edition).  

 
Novel: The Known World. Edward P. Jones Paperback ISBN-13: 978-0060557553 Kindle ISBN: 
0060749911 / ASIN: B000FC12GO. Both versions are available on Amazon @  
http://tinyurl.com/jobett9 
 

Necessary Materials 

Regular access to computer with Internet service; back-up access to alternative computer with 

Internet access; a flash or other drive to back up your work. 

 

General Education Outcome (GEO) and Learning Objectives 

The Board of Trustees has determined that all JC graduates should develop or enhance certain 
essential skills while enrolled in college courses. ENG 246 meets the graduation and pathway 
requirements for GEO 6. 

GEO 6: Understanding and Appreciating Aesthetic Experience and Artistic Creativity. 

 Meaning and Understanding—explaining the historical, cultural, and social contexts of works 
of literature  

 Analysis and Interpretation—applying methods of analysis and interpretation in writing 
and/or speaking  
confidently and fluently uses discipline-specific language to support critical reflection 

 Engagement—Initiating and sustaining a discussion of the creative contexts within which an 
author or an  
author’s work and creative choices made by the author  

 Evaluation—articulating a personal critique of an author’s work, based no aesthetic standards  

 Appreciation—approaching a work of creative expression with openness and interest; 
appreciates the  



world of the creative imagination as a form of knowledge expressed in formal discussion or 
writing. 

 

Additional Educational Objectives 

 Broaden student knowledge of authors, genres, literary techniques, and themes in short 
stories and novels. 

 Develop student skills in literary criticism, specifically the evaluation, analysis, description, or 
interpretation of literary works from social, historical, political, and cultural contexts. 

 Develop student academic writing and research skills. 

 Develop student critical thinking skills. 

 Develop student comprehension and response skills in the reading of fiction. 

Success Strategies  

Because your success in the course is reading and writing based, I reinforce encourage the use 

of reading strategies such as identification of main ideas by previewing titles, headings, and 

images. After previewing read with a questioning mind, talk to the text, and try to find answers 

to your questions. Conduct a second reading. Read the discussion prompts prior to your second 

reading of stories or novel. These will help focus your reading. 

The writer Vladimir Nabokov once suggested that the ideal reader should develop “a 
combination of the artistic and the scientific [temperament].” The enthusiastic reader, is like the 
artist and apt to jump intuitively to conclusions, bringing a subjective perspective to the story 
being read. These first responses are often called ‘reader responses,’ and they are a good place 
to start. You will regularly be asked for your reader-response to the assigned literature.  

Additionally, for purposes of study and academic inquiry, you will hone your scientific coolness 
of judgment through critical analysis of and writing about the assigned stories and novel. I will 
provide a variety of active reading strategies to help you critically read and carefully think about 
each of the assignments.  

So, first you will read the stories for pleasure, engaging your passions and making personal 
connections with the literature. You will then exercise your “scientific coolness” as you use 
heuristics to analyze literary pieces a second time, Often, you will be asked to share your 
analysis as informal but structured essays posted the discussion forums. You will also employ 
Balanced Responding Guidelines* as you engage peer ideas.  

I am committed to writing across the curriculum, academic writing strategies, and research 

processes. Toward these ends, you will practice and incorporate academic writing, including use 

of Standard English and basic essay form in all posts, and MLA citation and documentation, in 

your written work relying on sources. Expect to see requirements for written work posted in 



each discussion; you will notice that these requirements become more formal as the semester 

progresses.  

Course Design & Navigation 

JCC uses MOODLE for all distance learning classes. If you are not familiar with this delivery 

system, JC offers tutorials in the Student Union course (available in your "My Courses" block). 

These provide step-by-step instructions to complete many of the more common tasks in JetNet. 

There is also a page of Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) that may provide the answers that 

you are looking for. Click here to view the FAQs. 

The course begins with a banner: 

 

In the banner are the HELP and NEWS forums; you can post questions about the class in HELP; 

check the NEWS forum for course updates and announcements; these will be automatically sent 

to your JC student email as well. The banner also contains instructions for accessing your course 

text through Pearson REVEL. 

The course is presented in weekly units of study that include assigned readings, supplemental 

materials, and discussion forums. 

Weeks Begin with Banners that contain the week’s dates, an image with the weekly topics, 

and the week’s calendar of assignments with due dates. 

Below the banner, you will find: 

Electronic Book. Assignments, unit calendars, and readings are posted in a virtual 'book' 

that allows you to read the assignments, lectures, and other course materials. You will see an 

icon of a book labeled "Unit # Online Book." Click on the link beside the book to open the file 

and see course assignments and files. Each  unit book has a table of contents. You will find the 

table of contents on the left side of the computer screen. 

PowerPoint Lectures focus on specific skills. 

Quizzes over unit materials.  

Discussion Forums. Discussions are open over a defined number of days (see the 

calendar for discussion closing dates). You are expected to post, read other's posts, and 

converse about ideas in the discussion forums. Do not post and run! Return to the discussion 

board at least one other time (more is better) to converse with others. When writing in 

discussions all learners are expected to conform to Standard English rules for spelling and 

http://jetnet.jccmi.edu/pluginfile.php/320992/mod_page/content/5/documents/JetNet_Frequently_Asked_Questions.pdf


grammar. Texting language and other abbreviations are not acceptable and will result in 

significant point deductions for discussion forum participation. 

 

Assignment Upload. This is where you submit the critical analysis for grading.  

Course Evaluation Questionnaires. 

 Please let me know how I can help you navigate this course. You can contact me through the 

HELP discussion board or by email at pursellkristind@jccmi.edu. 

 

College Policies 

Withdraw 

After the add/drop period, a student may withdraw from a course in accordance with the dates 

published in e-services. Withdrawal dates are as follows: 

 REFUND/DROP NO W BY:  1/26/17 
 WITHDRAW LAST DAY BY: 1/27/17 
 DROP WITH W BY: 4/28/17 

 

Instructor Withdrawal of Student  

Per college policy, instructors are required to remove students who are not active in the course 

for a period that equates with approximately five contact hours. In an online class, this is 

approximately one and one half week of discussion. When a learner is removed from the course, 

reinstatement is not likely but may be possible after discussion with the instructor. See progress 

report information above and specific course policies related to withdraw below. 

Incomplete Policy 

In accordance with JCC policy, an Incomplete or “I” grade is only issued to students who have 

demonstrated good standing in the class and have a passing grade at the time of an extenuating 

circumstance that precludes completion of the class. Documentation validating the circumstance 

may be required. 

Academic Honesty Policy  

 JC has an academic honesty policy, which will be adhered to in this class. In essence, the policy 

requires that all work must be done by the student whose name it bears. The full policy can be 

accessed at http://www.jccmi.edu/policies/Academics/ 

Plagiarism, the submission of someone else's writing, whether purchased, borrowed, directly 

copied, or paraphrased, may result in a failing grade and can be grounds for removal from class.  

mailto:pursellkristind@jccmi.edu
http://www.jccmi.edu/policies/Academics/


Self-plagiarism, otherwise known as recycling a paper or work from another course is also 

punishable with a failing grade. Students must submit valid evidence of writing process for each 

assigned formal essay. 

Cases of plagiarism are dealt with by the instructor on an individual basis; the instructor will 

make decisions regarding the student's ability to correct the problem. All cases of plagiarism are 

reported to the Office of the Academic Dean. 

FERPA 

This course follows the FERPA law. 
 
FERPA protects the privacy interests of students in their education records. It generally 
prohibits the disclosure of a student's personally identifiable information from education 
records without the consent of the parent/guardian or eligible student. An eligible student is 
one who reaches the age of 18 years old and/or attends a postsecondary educational 
institution, in which case the rights of the parent/guardian transfer to the student. 
 
The U.S. Department of Education publishes a variety of FERPA compliance materials including 
a helpful FAQ located at https://www2.ed.gov/policy/gen/guid/fpco/faq.html.  
 

FAQ number 7 is specific to Dual Enrollment: 
If a student is attending a postsecondary institution - at any age - the rights under FERPA 
have transferred to the student. However, in a situation where a student is enrolled in 
both a high school and a postsecondary institution, the two schools may exchange 
information on that student. If the student is under 18, the parent/guardian still retains 
the rights under FERPA at the high school and may inspect and review any records sent 
by the postsecondary institution to the high school. 

 

Course Policies 

Online Activity (Attendance) 

In order to be considered an active student in the class, learners must log into and participate in 

weekly discussions.  Logging into the class without participating does not constitute activity and 

may be cause for the student to be withdrawn from the class. 

If an extenuating circumstance prohibits discussion involvement for one week, the learner may 

contact the instructor to discuss the situation and make alternative plans. This must occur 

before or as soon as possible at the time of the absence.  Extreme absences may require 

documentation if the learner wishes to avoid withdrawal (or to achieve reinstatement). 

Instructor Withdrawal of Student.  

Per College HQV policy, instructors are required to remove students who are not active in the 

course for a period that equates with approximately five contact hours. In this course, if a 

https://www2.ed.gov/policy/gen/guid/fpco/faq.html


learner has not participated in class for two consecutive weeks, he or she will be dropped. If a 

learner has not participated in five non-consecutive discussions, the learner will be dropped.  

When a learner is removed from the course, reinstatement is not possible. If you have an 

extenuating circumstance that necessitates a reconsideration of policy, please make an 

appointment to conference and discuss your situation.  

After mid-semester, learners are no longer dropped and will be failed for lack of participation.  

NOTE: Students own the responsibility of the effect of being dropped. Being dropped from a 

class may affect financial aid or housing status. If you are dropped, the drop status will NOT be 

changed because of its impact on a student’s financial aid, housing status, etc. Once a Q is 

issued, a student may not be re-added to the class 

Late and Insufficient Work 

Late work hurts your ability to be fully successful in the class and is a nuisance to your peers who 

count on you to be time.  

Late Discussions: Late posts are downgraded one full grade.  If you have an extenuating 

circumstance that necessitates a reconsideration of policy, please make an appointment to 

conference and discuss your situation.  

Quizzes: Quizzes are set to close at 11:55 pm on the day they are due. Quizzes will not be 

reopened. If you have an extenuating circumstance that necessitates a reconsideration of policy, 

please make an appointment to conference and discuss your situation.  

Literary Analysis Essay:  This assignment is available to students at the start of the semester; it is 

due near the end of the semester (see calendar), it may be submitted at any time during the 

semester. Late literary analysis essays will not be accepted. If you have an extenuating 

circumstance that necessitates a reconsideration of policy, please make an appointment to 

conference and discuss your situation.  

Insufficient Work: While you may not revise initial discussion posts for a regrade, you may 

demonstrate your learning and increase your grade by engaging further discussions. 

Discussion Posts without Substance”: Posts are graded according to the discussion grading 

rubric.  Overly general, overly brief posts lacking academic substance may receive 0.0.  

 

Electronic Submissions 

In discussion forums, these essays can be attached to your forum reply. Indicate the attachment 

with a brief statement such as “see attached document.”  

The Literary Analysis Essay as well as any informal essays uploaded to discussion forums must be 

submitted either as a Microsoft Word document (.doc or .docx) or as a Rich Text Format 

document (.rtf.)  Students are responsible for ensuring that they are using programs, browsers, 



and word processing software approved by the college so that their professor and their peers 

can open and read their work.  

Some of you may have trouble opening docx documents. One way to open a docx is: 

 Click on the document 

 Save it to your computer; when saving, rename the document as it's name plus .doc . For 

example,  paper1.doc . In the file window, select "All Files."  You should then be able to open 

the document. 

Instructor Availability 

While online classes allow you to work at a variety of times, instructor availability is not 24/7. I 

try to respond to your questions or e-mails within 24 hours during the workweek (Monday – 

Friday). I will always respond within the week of your contact. While I work on weekends and 

evenings and may be online, I am not committed to responding to student messages or requests 

at these times. I encourage you to use the course discussion HELP board to ask questions about 

the class or technology. 

 

E-mail 

Use JC student email to contact me. Be sure to supply the following in your email: 

 Your name 

 course name, number, and section, for example, Smith HUM 131.I1.    

I do not guarantee response to email sent without identifying information. By federal FERPA 

law, I cannot discuss your work in email messages to private accounts such as Google or Yahoo. 

Practice Netiquette:  

This term refers to basic politeness and professionalism while working in an online environment. 

If we follow these basic guidelines, we will be fine.  

 When posting a response in the discussion, name the person to whom you are responding 

and summarize the idea to which you are responding. A simple indicator phrase like, “Sarah, 

you wrote that…” will help others follow your discussion thread. 

 Be careful of your tone; it is carried in the words and structures you use. Readers cannot pick 

up inflections and do not see body language, so double up on respect. 

 Address ideas not personalities. Critiques of peer works and disagreements with the writers’ 

premises or outcomes are healthy aspects of academic discussion. However, it is not okay to 

judge or characterize the writer. Any critique you offer, whether positive or negative, must 

address ideas and be supported by evidence. 

 Avoid judgmental or inflammatory language in your posts. 



 Avoid stereotypes. This may require you to check some of your assumptions as you begin to 

discuss cultures, religions, regions, classes, and genders different from your own. 

 Do not assume everyone in your class holds the same religious, political, or social values as 

you. Be mindful of diversity in the class. 

 Avoid posting messages that are no more than gratuitous replies to replies. 

 Respect copyright and intellectual property rules; if you borrow from someone else, even if 

you are quoting a peer in the class, be sure to give credit where credit is due. 

 If you have a problem with another student or with your instructor, contact the instructor by 

email. Do not air your complaints in public forums. 

Online discussion posts that fail to conform to netiquette will be deleted and may result 

in required conference with the instructor, grade sanctions, or a report to the Academic Dean. 

 

Grades 

Jackson College grades are based on a 4.0 scale, with 4.0 considered Masterful. You must earn a 
2.0 in this class to earn credit for the class. Less than a 2.0 is considered failing. This means you 
will need to re-take the class and pass it before it meets pre-requisite requirements for other 
courses or for transfer to other colleges and universities. I have provided how  
the numeric grade equates to a letter grade, but you will see a numeric grade on your student 
record.  

92-100 4.0 (A) = masterful work (superior; above and beyond what was expected)  
86-91 3.5 (B+)  
80-85 3.0 (B) = work completed correctly and well  
75-79 2.5 (C+)  
70-74 2.0 (C) = mediocre work  
66-69 1.5 (D+)  
60-65 1.0 (D) = unsatisfactory work If your final grade falls below  
55-59 0.5 (D-) 2.0, you earn no credit  
54 and below 0.0 (E) for the course  

Assessments  

 Participation in Weekly Discussions 30%  

 Weekly Quizzes 10% 

 Exams 30% (15% for mid-term and 15% for final)  

 Critical Analysis Essay 30% 

Extra Credit 

Extra credit is not available in this class.  If you are unable to complete an assignment see the 
extenuating circumstances language under late work.  

 



Participation Rubric 

Actively participate in discussions. To do this you should create a substantive post for each of the 

discussion topics and replay to at least two other individuals in the forum. 

 Your initial post addressing the discussion prompt or assignment is worth a maximum of 60 points. 

 Each response to a peer post is worth a maximum of 20 points. 

 You cannot achieve more than 100 points maximum for any discussion 

Each post should demonstrate your achievement of the participation criteria. Please respond to any 

follow-up questions the instructor directs to you in the discussion area. 

This rubric is used to assess your posts in the discussion forums. 

Criteria 
  

Minimal and 
Non-
performance 

Initial post:  0-
41 

Responses to 
others: 0-13 

Basic 

Initial post: 42-
47 

Responses to 
others: 14-15 

Proficient 

Initial post: 48-
53 

Responses to 
others: 16-17 

Distinguished 

Initial post: 54-60 

Responses to 
others: 18-20 

Demonstrates 
understanding of 
aesthetic experience, 
artistic creativity, and 
diversity as defined 
by ADO's 6 and 10 

Applies relevant 
course concepts, 
theories, or materials 
correctly. 

  

Does not 
explain relevant 
course 
concepts, 
theories, or 
materials. 

  

Explains relevant 
course concepts, 
theories, or 
materials 
per ADO's 6 and 
10. 

Applies relevant 
course 
concepts, 
theories, or 
materials 
correctly per 
ADO's 6 and 10. 

Analyzes course 
concepts, 
theories, or 
materials 
correctly, using 
examples or 
supporting 
evidence per 
ADO's 6 and 10. 

Collaborates with 
fellow learners, 
relating the 
discussion to 
relevant course 
concepts. 

  

Fails to employ 
balanced 
responding 
guidelines. 

Does not 
collaborate 
with fellow 
learners. 

Collaborates 
with fellow 
learners without 
relating 
discussion to the 
relevant course 
concepts.  

Average use of 
balanced 
responding 
guidelines. 

Collaborates 
with fellow 
learners, 
relating the 
discussion to 
relevant course 
concepts. 

Successfully 
applies 
balanced 
responding 
guidelines. 

Collaborates with 
fellow learners, 
relating the 
discussion to 
relevant course 
concepts and 
extending the 
dialog. 

Successfully 
applies balanced 
responding 
guidelines and 



This rubric is used to assess your posts in the discussion forums. 

Criteria 
  

Minimal and 
Non-
performance 

Initial post:  0-
41 

Responses to 
others: 0-13 

Basic 

Initial post: 42-
47 

Responses to 
others: 14-15 

Proficient 

Initial post: 48-
53 

Responses to 
others: 16-17 

Distinguished 

Initial post: 54-60 

Responses to 
others: 18-20 

extends the 
discussion. 

Applies relevant 
professional, 
personal, or other 
real-world 
experiences that 
demonstrate 
outcomes defined 
in ADO's 6 and 10 

  

Does not 
contribute 
professional, 
personal, or 
other real-
world 
experiences. 

Contributes 
professional, 
personal, or 
other real-world 
experiences, but 
lacks relevance. 

Applies relevant 
professional, 
personal, or 
other real-world 
experiences. 

Applies relevant 
professional, 
personal, or other 
real-world 
experiences to 
extend the dialog. 

Supports position 
with applicable 
knowledge  

Fails to 
establish and 
support 
relevant 
position.  

Establishes 
relevant 
position. 

Supports 
position with 
applicable 
knowledge. 

Validates position 
with applicable 
knowledge. 

Employs Standard 
English, and when 
required, academic 
essay forms and MLA 
rules for citation and 
documentation. 

  

Fails to employ 
Standard 
English 
grammar and 
structures.  

Essay form and 
MLA 
compliance are 
not present. 

Errors distract 
reading and 
meaning is 
incomplete or 
convoluted. 

Employs basic 
rules of 
grammar and 
structures. 
Errors are 
present and may 
distract the 
reader. 

Essay forms and 
MLA compliance 
are below 
average. 

Employs rules of 
grammar and 
structures with 
few errors. 

Essay forms and 
MLA 
compliance are 
good, but may 
need 
corrections.  

Employs grammar 
and structures 
with few, if any 
errors. 

Essay forms and 
MLA compliance 
demonstrate 
excellence.  

 



Progress Reports, Midterm, and Final Grades in E-Services:  

To comply with college policy and federal regulations, I assign a progress report to you after 
approximately two weeks, five weeks, and eight weeks. These reports, referred to as HQV 
grades, are posted on your JC e-services webpage.  In addition to the HQV progress reports, I 
post a numerical (0.0 – 4.0) mid-term grade in week eight and a final course grade at the end of 
the semester on your JC e-services webpage. 

 V: Verifies that you are participating and your work so far has been acceptable. 

 H: Means that you are participating, but your work shows that you may require help in order 
to complete the class successfully. If you receive an H grade, you will be contacted by the 
Center for Student Success and offered tutoring services.  

 Q: means that you have effectively quit participating in the course. Jackson College is required 
to drop students who are not producing work or attending class. Just showing up doesn’t 
count. You will automatically be dropped from the class if the following occurs: If you have 
not participated in discussions for two weeks.  If you miss 4 non-consecutive discussion 
forums. 

 

HQV Progress Report Dates 

HQV 1:  1/24/2017 
HQV 2: 2/13/2017 
HQV 3:  3/20/2017 

 

 Support Services 

Writing Help: Instructor Appointment, Writing Tutors, and Writing Fellows 

If you are struggling with your writing, you may always ask for an appointment with me. You do not 

need an appointment if you come to my office, BW 240 during my office hours. 

If you need an appointment outside of office hours, please contact me through email at 

pursellkristind@jccmi.edu, or ask for an appointment before or after class.   

You also have the option of stopping into the Center for Student Success (CSS) or the Writing Fellows for 

help with your writing. If you go to the CSS or Writing Fellows, you must take with you 

1) a copy of the assignment 

2) your draft or work thus far 

Whenever seeking help, know why you need help. For instance, if you are having trouble writing an 

effective thesis, ask for help with your thesis. If you are having trouble with specific aspects of 

organization, you can ask for help with organization. 



CSS faculty and Writing Fellows are NOT PEER EDITORS and will not read and give you commentary on a 

draft you hand over to them. Their first question will be 'What is the assignment?' Their second question 

will be "What do you need help with?"  If you are unable to specify your needs, you will not receive help. 

 Writing Fellows offer trained writing tutors and peer-review support. The Writing Fellows are 

located on the first floor of Bert Walker Hall, Please click the blue link for more information 

about the Writing Fellows. 

 Center for Student Success offers free counseling, tutoring, and writing support. CSS is located 

on the first floor of Bert Walker Hall.   

 Solution Center & Distance Learning offer technical and JetNet support. The Solution Center is 

located on the second floor of William Atkinson Hall. 

 

Library Link and Data Base Passwords 

 

 

 Library Data Base Link 

Use your JCC user name and JCC password for all database entry. 

Link to help with Modern Language Association Rules for documentation and citation: MLA  

https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/01/ 

 

*Balanced Responding Guidelines 

Use balanced responding strategies in discussion forums. 

Balanced feedback includes two compliments and two suggestions, questions, or requests for 

elaboration that lead to further thought and discussion focused on the course content and assigned 

readings.  

http://www.jccmi.edu/WritingFellows/
http://www.jccmi.edu/success/
http://www.jccmi.edu/success/
http://www.jccmi.edu/InfoTech/SolCen.htm
http://jetnet.jccmi.edu/
http://www.jccmi.edu/Library/research.htm


The balanced feedback discussion model is based on the premise that balanced, specific, thought 

provoking feedback will stimulate and foster a rich discussion. Feedback can be 2+1, 1+2, 1+1 and so on, 

but should be balanced (that is, it should be both complimentary and extend thinking). 

Balanced feedback does not equal two positives and two negatives. See the Tips: Giving Compliments 

and Suggestions section below. 

Balanced Feedback Assumptions 

1. Everyone is both teacher and learner. 

2. Balanced feedback involves critical thinking and is as useful for the giver as it is for the receiver. 

3. Balanced feedback serves to extend and enhance discussion and hone your skills in giving feedback. 

4. Peer feedback can be powerful, sometimes even more powerful than instructor feedback. 

Balanced Feedback Guidelines 

1. The receiver of feedback is free to accept or reject it. 

2. Suggestions you receive are not part of the course assessment process. Thus, there are no negative 

repercussions for receiving suggestions of any kind. 

3. Balanced feedback is not considered evaluation. It is strictly formative in nature. It is meant to 

advance discussion. 

Expectations for Balanced Feedback 

The following set of common expectations for all participants encourages high level 

discussions. Participants will  

 give balanced, specific, and substantive feedback, using two compliments and two suggestions as a 

guide. Other combinations such as 2+1, 1+2, 1+1 are fine, as long as they reflect balanced, specific, 

and substantive feedback; 

 participate in discussion respectful of multiple perspectives; 

 share feedback in a spirit of trust, collaboration, and helpfulness. 

Tips: Giving Compliments and Suggestions 

Compliments are generally easy to offer. However, avoid overly positive comments in the form of "Good 

post!" or "I agree." Feedback that is too bland and non-specific is neither helpful nor meaningful. Take 

the conversation further and state why you agree, summarize to reinforce the concepts with which you 

agree, or relate an experience that confirms or extends the learner’s point. 

Remember that suggestions are not necessarily criticisms, because 2+2 feedback does not represent the 

common positive-versus-negative dichotomy. Your suggestions can take the form of: 



 Additional content information using course concepts and referring to readings. 

 A life experience focused on the discussion topic that is an exception to the ideas posted. 

 A question regarding the content. 

 Additional resources you think would be of interest to the learner. 

 An alternative perspective you think would add to the range of ideas being shared. 

 A request for more information if the learner did not address the discussion question or all of its 

elements. 

When to Use Balanced Feedback in This Course 

Not every response to another learner has to follow the balanced feedback format. The responses 

where 2+2 should be used are the learning activities that specifically request it. Other times, you may 

just wish to acknowledge an interesting post with a word of praise or offer other types of comments. It 

is also fair to apply balanced feedback in your responses to your instructor’s postings. 

Benefits of Balanced Feedback 

Allen and Allen (1996) write:  

Without feedback, there is little opportunity to improve performance. In the many tasks of life, feedback 
is a very uncertain process, and even when it is available it is often not presented in a way that makes it 
most useful or most likely to be considered. Our behavior changes most powerfully when feedback is 
given and received in a positive environment where trial and error is encouraged (p. 2). 
 

The feedback model attempts to take the uncertainty out of the feedback process and focus its results. 

The discussions take place in a positive environment, and trial and error is encouraged. There are 

several advantages to using this feedback. Balanced feedback: 

 Provides a template for structured feedback and encourages focused feedback. 

 Encourages a broad and balanced range of feedback between the giver and the receiver. 

 Conditions the giver of feedback to make constructive suggestions. 

 Raises expectations in the discussion area and builds a spirit of trust among fellow learners. 

 Encourages higher-quality interactions within discussions and promotes reflective and critical 

thinking. 

 Encourages evaluation of feedback and provides perspective on feedback sources. 

 Assumes presentations and discussion responses have some validity and merit, as well as the 

potential for improvement. 

 Is transferable to other professional settings, as many learners have introduced balanced into their 

own schools and workplaces. 

 Builds effective learning communities. 

Summary 



If the expectations are agreed upon and fulfilled, balanced feedback is expected to serve and enhance 

the course goals of valuing life experience, sharing these experiences, extending substantive discussion 

of ideas, fostering critical thinking, and learning from multiple perspectives. 
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